Microwave weapons now being used against
U.S. citizens in their own homes.
These weapons can hear you speak from one mile away and destroy your brain cells. They are being
used inside the U.S.

Mystery Deepens After US Confirms 16
Diplomats Suffered "Traumatic Brain Injury"
In Cuban 'Sonic Attack'
by Tyler Durden
One of the most bizarre stories this week took a more sinister turn yesterday as the US State
Department officially confirmed 16 US Government employees were affected by health attacks in
Cuba.
State Deaprtment spokesperson Heather Nuarte calmly explained the details, which are quite frankly
stunning...
.@statedeptspox: We can now confirm that at least 16 USG employees were affected by
attacks in #Cuba pic.twitter.com/UEy1PJ7bXt
— Department of State (@StateDept) August 24, 2017
And yet most of the mainstream media seems loathed to cover this!? Happy to focus on nazis?
CBS News, however, did some digging, discovering from a review of medical records that the
American and Canadian diplomats in Cuba have been diagnosed with mild traumatic brain
injury - and central nervous damage - after an apparent attack with a sonic weapon targeted
their homes.
The diplomats complained about symptoms ranging from hearing loss and nausea to
headaches and balance disorders after the State Department said "incidents" began
affecting them beginning in late 2016.

A number of diplomats have cut short their assignments in Cuba because of the
attacks.

The source says American diplomats have also been subjected other types of harassment
including vehicle vandalization, constant surveillance, and home break-ins.
As Axios reports, The State Department hasn't explicitly identified the source of the attack or what
person or entity might have carried it out.
"We hold the Cuban authorities responsible for finding out who is carrying out these
health attacks on not just our diplomats but, as you've seen now, there are other cases
with other diplomats involved," Secretary of State Rex Tillerson told reporters earlier this
month.
The Cuban government has denied any involvement with the incident.

Of course, while we wish these diplomats well (if recovery is possible), the big question is - what will
the repurcussions be for US-Cuba relations and what response will the Trump administration unleash?
As Axios notes, the severity of the apparent injuries goes far beyond what was originally reported,
so it stands to reason that President Trump's administration might choose to respond strongly
given his prior rhetoric on Cuba, especially given that the report notes that the attacks on Americans
are continuing.
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Creepy_Azz_Crackaah Aug 25, 2017 12:18 PM
I thought brain damage was a regular part of being a diplomat. How do they know the difference?

Looney Creepy_Azz_Crackaah Aug 25, 2017 12:18 PM

I won’t be surprised if our spooks… err… diplomats in Venezuela will soon suffer similar “brain
injuries”. ;-)
Looney

greenskeeper carl Looney Aug 25, 2017 12:19 PM
Russians hacked our diplomats brains with sonic weapons???!!!

sincerely_yours greenskeeper carl Aug 25, 2017 12:23 PM
lol
Soon, when that doesn't work no more, they'll tell us Satan is doing it.

sincerely_yours sincerely_yours Aug 25, 2017 12:25 PM
But that won't work either because Satan is apparently incapacitated.
http://biblicisminstitute.wordpress.com/2015/10/27/where-is-satan-now/

moimeme sincerely_yours Aug 25, 2017 12:29 PM
Well, it won't matter, it'll be a good excuse to invade and occupy hell.

mtl4 moimeme Aug 25, 2017 12:29 PM
If those beaches are hell then sign me up!

The Cooler King mtl4 Aug 25, 2017 12:34 PM
So I guess this means that they just discovered massive oil deposits and rare earth metals in Cuba.

Oh, and that they're IN NEED of a Rothschilds central bank.

peddling-fiction The Cooler King Aug 25, 2017 1:03 PM
Sonic attack is disinfo and code word for microwave attack.
Microwaves penetrate walls easily and sound does not, and could only be used effectively out in the
open.
All the big powers have these weapons, and for the big user of microwave directed energy weapons
(USA), to cry abuse (as they abuse the rest of the world) as well as U.S. citizens by DHS/Stasi, is
beyond ridiculous.
Yanqui (zio-masons) go home and leave Latin America in peace.
Your country needs urgent help to extricate a tumor called the FED and zios, that are destroying your
country and the world.

Antifaschistische peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 1:20 PM
I would like to see pictures of these victims.
I do have experience with .gov employees and their abuse of "situations" to become "disabled" or
FMLA or etc... Where, one person suffers in 'incident" and 15 others come forward and copycat the
symptoms.
Now...I have no reason to believe that's the case with these cuban diplo's....but I KNOW it is the case
with thousands of domestic .gov employess.

The Cooler King Antifaschistische Aug 25, 2017 1:49 PM
It would be like that dudes head in 'SCANNERS'

fleur de lis The Cooler King Aug 25, 2017 2:57 PM
Who's to say it's the Cubans?
After all, our Langley psychopaths are capable of far worse than that.
Communist Cuba was planned by the Deep State while Batista was still in power, it's just that their
cutout Castro slipped the leash and went rogue.
This issue has all the earmarks of a false flag.
Plus the CIA gets to test out new toys and blame it on someone else, as usual.
It is unlikely that the Cubans would have something so advanced without the knowledge of the
Swampites.
Maybe the Deep State screwballs are using a different form of HAARP technology.
Who's to say they wouldn't test it out on their own kind.
By the way, did they ever figure out how that Malaysian plane disappeared into thin air while it was in
the vicinity of Diego Garcia?
If they can make a plane vanish off the radar without a trace and make the story go away, they can
make anyone sick with no effort at all.

peddling-fiction fleur de lis Aug 25, 2017 3:40 PM
+33 fleur de lys

Implied Violins peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 3:54 PM
Are you sure it's not, + 322?

peddling-fiction Implied Violins Aug 25, 2017 4:48 PM
10-4 on your 322
It is either 33 for the ordo ab chao folks, or, 322 for the first men-in-black, from the original
"company".
Be it hammered or illuminated, you will end up Skull and boned...

BullyBearish peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 7:11 PM
too mas cigaros cubano...

beemasters BullyBearish Aug 25, 2017 7:25 PM
" the US State Department officially confirmed 16 US Government employees were affected by health
attacks in Cuba."
In other words, those in US State Department have officially confirmed being conspiracy theorists.

peddling-fiction beemasters Aug 25, 2017 7:41 PM
+16/7 Nice stinging attack...

NAV Antifaschistische Aug 25, 2017 2:50 PM
As The Saker would say:
"False flag operations are not the exception, but the banal norm of imperial national governments."

researchfix Antifaschistische Aug 25, 2017 3:37 PM
Maybe time to adjust the number of diplomatic personal on a 1:1 ratio.

beemasters researchfix Aug 25, 2017 7:30 PM
If indeed true, Trump should thank Cuba for their effort to help "cut down our payroll".

peddling-fiction beemasters Aug 25, 2017 7:46 PM
+1000 LOL
Your bee hive has been become Africanized; and I like it.

beemasters peddling-fiction Aug 26, 2017 9:16 AM
I'm still your little humble bumble bee. :)
Good to know their microwave hasn't affected you (or has it?). Take care, buddy.

peddling-fiction beemasters Aug 26, 2017 9:46 AM
I do not condone their behavior, but persecution is needed for inner growth.
So I am far more mature, thanks to this.
Would not wish this on anybody though.
Thanks for asking.

DontGive Antifaschistische Aug 25, 2017 4:14 PM

Cuba better brace themselves for some 'Democracy'.
Coming soon to a theater near you.

Hikikomori Antifaschistische Aug 25, 2017 4:45 PM
My thought exactly. All displaying "symptoms" that are unverifiable by objective testing, of a
"condition" that is likewise unverifiable by objective testing = disability pension, here we come!

Reichstag Fire Dept. Antifaschistische Aug 25, 2017 7:35 PM
I'd say that this American kid that was returned from the DPRK (N. Korea) to the US with brain
damage and died is such a victim.
And, Cuba being a "rogue nation", is forced to business with other rogue nations...such as the DPRK,
Venezuela, Russia, et cetera...
I have been to Cuba a number of times, it's hard to get on a tour bus without noticing that the bus is
made in the DPRK. (or that the tour guides name is Vladimir Sanchez, names influenced from the old
USSR involvement there).
I'm sure DPRK "diplomats" have fairly unfettered access to Cuban soil.

Kidbuck Antifaschistische Aug 25, 2017 8:34 PM
At one time the largest pool of employees in the United States was US Postal Workers on disability
with sore backs. No joke.

fattail Antifaschistische Aug 26, 2017 8:19 AM
And millions of our "disabled" US citizens on the government teat.

TBT or not TBT peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 1:23 PM
What the hell do we have "diplomats" in Cuba for to begin with? Oh yeah, Obama's brilliant plan to
agree to tourism to Cuba, under the brutal grinding dictatorship's regime where a tourist-only currency
insures that hard foreign currency goes strictly through the regime, never finding its way to the slavesubjects. Obama is a pustule on humanity.

peddling-fiction TBT or not TBT Aug 25, 2017 1:24 PM
Pustules need lancing.

dcohn peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 1:30 PM
HAARP type attacks are likely what this is, no?? Likely done by the US so they can then blame Cuba.
I assuume they dont like those particular representatives....

peddling-fiction dcohn Aug 25, 2017 1:41 PM
No, it cannot be a HAARP attack. If HAARP could really be weaponized, that would be a wide area
attack (affecting millions).

yrat peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 1:39 PM
electromagnetic waves would have totally different effects, especially microwaves. if you were
correct, these guys would have skin burns, not hearing loss and balance problems (inner ear). this is
most likely an effect of high amplitude infrasonic waves.

peddling-fiction yrat Aug 25, 2017 1:46 PM
No sir. I myself am a microwaved, targeted individual by deep state and have measured the microwaves
myself. They can burn if the power is high, but when low they can affect you biologically and
neurologically, or simply torment you. WIFI uses the 2.4 Ghz microwave frequency, just like the
microwave oven does, and the only difference is power. One burns, and the other communicates (and
also causes electrosensitivity to some). Less than one watt (Wifi) versus say 2000 watts (oven). More
info on this nasty rabbit hole: https://www.facebook.com/tishielding/

RumpleShitzkin peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 2:31 PM
Yrats comment deserves some thought.

Vent fans, elevator lift motors, hvac...a whole slew of gear can give of Infrasound. I spoke with a
maintenance guy at a building I had to work in as a contractor. The whole fucking office had one of the
worst vibes to it I'd ever felt. I only kept my equipment and the machines I had to deploy there and
spent as little time as possible there. Most people I was friends with there complained of migraines.
Generally speaking, just a real high level of hostility and agitation permeated the place. Everyone
noticed it.
Long story short, a belt blew out on a large exhaust fan on the top floor.
When it was worked on and changed...wha lah...no more.
Maintenance guy swore something about the fan setup had never been assembled properly and that the
motor/fan was kicking out some sort of infrasonic garbage.
Anecdotal, I know, but I'm convinced having been there that he may have been on to something.

peddling-fiction RumpleShitzkin Aug 25, 2017 3:08 PM
Nobody is asserting that infrasound can´t hurt you, or ultrasound for that matter.
It just is not that useful for attacking agents or diplomats, nor NWO dissidents, like me.
Microwaves are very useful and range from bothersome to lethal in an instant.

Macavity peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 2:39 PM
Try magnetic induction. It's about field strength but more importantly high frequency. Think an
induction hob being weaponised.

peddling-fiction Macavity Aug 25, 2017 3:10 PM
Microwaves also emanate a magnetic field, that can be used to hurt you as well.

Implied Violins peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 4:12 PM
I found something that actually helps against that stuff, and it's orgone energy pucks (a la Wilhelm
Reich). PG&E installed smart meters next to my bedroom wall, and I had trouble sleeping afterward.
So I ordered a few of them and I've slept well ever since. You can get them from several different
places; just DuckDuckGo it.

peddling-fiction Implied Violins Aug 25, 2017 4:23 PM
Use barriers of water. H20 blocks microwaves. It attenuates them (lowers their power) very effectively.
Plus they do not reflect microwaves like metallic surfaces will.
Think ice beverage coolers full of water, aquariums, water beds, water bottles in a suitcase etc.
Water works and is readily available and cheap.

kiwidor Implied Violins Aug 25, 2017 9:46 PM
sales b/pitch
use a cellphone? smart meter no worse

WillyGroper peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 5:50 PM
have to experience it before you can know it and an RF analyzer to measure it.
EHS is the pits.
Dr. Jack Kruse on YT or his blog is pretty fascinating stuff on the biological havoc it's reeking & how
to take back your life of sorts...physics appied to medical.

NoDebt peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 1:43 PM
Send in the Mafia. They were the only ones who knew how to run Cuba properly.

OverTheHedge NoDebt Aug 25, 2017 2:33 PM

They were actually the reason that Cuban slaves revolted, and threw out the evil overlords. The US has
been petulant about the slave rebellion there for 60+ years. Your propaganda education may tell you
otherwise.

Lumberjack peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 3:05 PM
The infrasound issue was raised by people living next to wind turbines. They were labeled nimby's and
insane. Looks like they were right after all.
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/6/3/035103/meta
Propery rights: Farmers vs Wind
http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/2017/08/why_farmer...

Lumberjack Lumberjack Aug 25, 2017 3:20 PM
More:
https://windwisema.org/about/noise/wind-turbine-syndrome-and-vibroacoust...
Ok, so the gov folks got wikipedia to label those affected by it nuts...guess the gov folks at the embassy
are fucking batshit crazy too.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_turbine_syndrome

peddling-fiction Lumberjack Aug 25, 2017 3:20 PM
You would be right about wind turbines generating dangerous infrasound to humans close by.
But if that were the case, then not only a handful of diplomats would have been affected.
Microwaves are the prefered directed energy weapon. Saying it is not so, starts to sound like the
"company" defending itself with disinfo.

Lumberjack peddling-fiction Aug 25, 2017 4:04 PM
But they claim the embassy was blasted with infrasound and the symptomology is exactly the same.
I've woked on liw and high power microwave and the biggest gave me a headache especially working
on the towers the dishes (antennas) were on. I immediately stopped working on the very high power
shit after that.

The infrasound issue is a long term exposure thing, weeks to months and is real. I at first scoffed at the
claims being made however, It proved out that I that I was quite wrong.
There are no wind turbines by the embassy, the concept still would apply if their claims are true. The
wind turbine infrasound can travel up to 3-5 km.
"What goes round comes round"...

Lumberjack Lumberjack Aug 25, 2017 4:11 PM
Police started using an infrasound generating siren in these parts two years ago. You could feel it in
nearby vehicles and in houses. They stopped using it suddenly without explanation. It was very
annoying and I can only imagine what the officers went through running it.
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.autoblog.com/amp/2012/01/23/howler-poli...

Mysterious sonic weapons reportedly caused
brain injuries in US diplomats in Cuba — here's
what we know

• Kevin Loria
•
•

Chip Somodevilla/Getty Images
• Mysterious "sonic weapons" have been blamed for symptoms affecting American and
Canadian diplomats in Cuba.
• Victims reported hearing loss, mild traumatic brain injury, nervous system damage, and
balance issues.
• Sound-based weapons exist, but experts aren't sure whether any were actually used in this
case.
More than 10 US diplomats and their family members in Cuba have experienced strange symptoms
including hearing loss, mild traumatic brain injury, and central nervous system damage after being
exposed to some kind of mysterious sonic weapon, according to a review of medical records by CBS
News.
The Associated Press reported: "After months of investigation, U.S. officials concluded that the
diplomats had been exposed to an advanced device that operated outside the range of audible sound and
had been deployed either inside or outside their residences. It was not immediately clear if the device
was a weapon used in a deliberate attack, or had some other purpose."
But a number of experts aren't sure whether such a device exists.
"There isn't an acoustic phenomenon in the world that would cause those type of symptoms," Seth
Horowitz, a neuroscientist and author of the book "The Universal Sense: How Hearing Shapes the
Mind," told Business Insider via email.
Horowitz explained that no known inaudible — and seemingly undetectable — device could have the
properties attributed to these strange sonic weapons.

Would someone target diplomats with mysterious devices?
Starting in late 2016, a number of diplomats and their family members sought medical attention for
mysterious nausea, hearing problems, and balance issues. At least five Canadians have experienced
similar symptoms, according to CNN.
The attacks — if that's what they were — appear to have stopped. But it remains unknown what sort of
device could have caused these medical issues and who was behind these attacks.

Thomson Reuters
Diplomats have experienced other forms of harassment, like break-ins and surveillance, since the US
formally restored diplomatic relations with Cuba in 2015. But a physical attack is unprecedented,
and many experts say Cuba has no interest in damaging relations with the US. Some experts have said
that the fact Canadians experienced similar symptoms make the possibility of an intentional "attack"
even less likely, since Cuba and Canada have a strong relationship.
Because of these factors, experts wonder whether the symptoms could be the result of a third
party (potentially from another government) trying to sabotage US-Cuban relations. Others have mused
that this could be some sort of eavesdropping device gone haywire.
It "sounds like a science experiment," James Carson, former head of the US Interests Section in
Havana, told The New York Times.
For the most part, it seems victims didn't hear anything, which implies the device operates outside the
audible range of sound. But CNN's report said two officials also described "a deafeningly loud sound
similar to the buzzing created by insects or metal scraping across a floor," though no one knew where
that sound came from.
Toby Heys, the leader of Manchester Metropolitan University's Future Technology research center told
New Scientist that it's possible for something emitting infrasound — vibrations at a frequency below

what humans can hear — to cause hearing loss. But Heys said that would require large subwoofers,
making covert deployment unlikely.
Ultrasound devices, which operate above the range of human hearing, exist and could damage the ears,
Heys said. But these would need to be directly targeted into the ear.
"Overall, I would be pretty circumspect about the claims to be honest — it is all very Philip K. Dick
territory," Heys said. "That said, we are living in a fairly surreal world right now."
Horowitz said via email that without more evidence of these weapons, this incident should be
considered a non-story, and that other possible explanations for these medical problems should be
considered.

Sonic weapons have been used
to repel Somali pirates. AP

The use of sonic weaponry
Sonic weapons do exist, but for the most part they are "highly visible and easy to avoid," according to
Horowitz.
Such weapons include long range acoustic devices, or LRADs, which emit a shill, loud, disabling
sound that can damage the hearing of people more than 900 feet away. These devices have been used
by US troops in Iraq, for crowd control in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina, and by cruise ships to
repel Somali pirates. Similar "sound cannons" were also used by police against protestors at the G-20
meetings in Pittsburgh in 2009.
But those devices are large and emit obvious sounds. A mystery machine that emits harmful, silent
waves defies any immediate explanation.

Business Insider has reached out to other experts on non-lethal weaponry and will update this post if a
plausible explanation emerges.

